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Introduction 
This paper has been prepared for those implementing and working with the modern sea surface 
temperature (SST) observing system.  The purpose of the paper is threefold: (1) to highlight key 
developments of the modern era SST observing system over the last 10 years (2) to discuss the principal 
challenges for the observing system in the next 10 years and (3) to propose an ideal plan for the global 
integrated high resolution SST observing system. Each recommendation is fully qualified in a full paper 
that can be found at http://www.ghrsst-pp.org/modules/documents/documents/OO-ModernEraSST-
v3.0.pdf. 

1. SST observations and their societal benefit 
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) at the ocean-atmosphere interface is a fundamental variable for 
understanding, monitoring and predicting fluxes of heat, momentum and gas at a variety of scales that 
determine complex interactions between atmosphere and ocean. The ocean stores heat from the sun and 
redistributes it from the tropical regions to higher latitudes and to the less dense atmosphere regulating 
global weather and climate.  Through the hydrological cycle the coupled system controls terrestrial life by 
redistributing fresh water over the land surface.  From large ocean gyres and atmospheric circulation cells 
that fuel atmospheric depression systems, storms and hurricanes (all with their attendant wind waves and 
storm surges), to local scale phenomena such as the generation of sea breezes and convection clouds, 
SST at the ocean-atmosphere interface has a significant societal impact.  
 
Mapping of SST is required for a range of tasks that have become the responsibility of operational 
monitoring and forecasting agencies in the 21st century (Robinson et al., 2009) and since 1981 an 
operational stream of satellite SST measurements has been sustained together with in situ measurements 
and collectively these form the modern-era SST observing system. Accurate knowledge of global SST 
distribution and temporal variation at finer spatial resolution is needed as a key input to forecasting and 
prediction systems to constrain the modelled upper-ocean circulation and thermal structure at daily, 
seasonal, decadal and climatic timescales, for the exchange of energy between the ocean and 
atmosphere in coupled ocean-atmosphere models and as boundary conditions for ocean forecasting 
models. Such models are increasingly being used operationally for various applications including maritime 
safety, military operations, ecosystem assessment, fisheries support and tourism. Well defined and error 
quantified measurements of SST are also required for climate time series (in the form of climate data 
records) that can be analysed to reveal the role of the ocean in short and long term climate variability. 
 
In 1998 SST data production was considered a mature component of the observing system with 
demonstrated capability and data products.  However SST product availability was limited to a few data 
sets that were large, scientific in format and difficult to exchange in a near real time manner. But, product 
accuracy was considered insufficient to the emerging ocean model and data assimilation community while 
at the same time the number of applications requiring an accurate high resolution SST data stream was 
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growing. Considering these issues, the Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE) defined the 
minimum data specification required for use in operational ocean models, stating that SST observations 
with global coverage, a spatial resolution of 10 km and an accuracy of 0.2ºC need to be updated every six 
hours (Smith and Koblinsky, 2001).  Although there is a network of SST observations from ships and 
buoys, the only way to achieve this demanding specification is to use an integrated approach built on four 
principles: 
 

(1) Respond to user SST requirements through a consensus approach, 
(2) Organise activities according to principles of subsidarity1 and shared responsibility,  
(3) Develop complementarity between independent measurements from earth observation satellites 

and in situ sensors and,  
(4) Maximise synergy benefits of an integrated SST measurement system and end-to-end user 

service. 
 
These are the foundations on which the international ocean remote sensing community, marine 
meteorologists, Space Agencies and ocean modellers combined their energies to meet the GODAE 
requirements by establishing the GODAE High-Resolution Sea Surface Temperature Pilot Project (now 
called the Group for High Resolution SST, GHRSST2). GHRSST has four main tasks that are relevant to 
the development of the SST observing system: (1) Improved SST data assembly/delivery (2) Testing of 
SST data sources (3) perform inter-comparison of SST products (4) Develop applications and data 
assimilation of SST to demonstrate the benefit of the improved observing system. GHRSST has 
successfully demonstrated that the requirements of GODAE can be met and has been instrumental in 
defining the shape and form of the modern-era SST measurement system and user service over the last 
10 years (Donlon et al, 2008). However, while progress has been made, much work remains to be done 
especially with respect to the 3rd and 4th principles of the integrated approach outlined above. 
 
This paper will first review key developments in SST over the past 10 years focusing on the GHRSST 
experience reporting the successes and challenges of the last decade. The second part of the paper will 
focus on the primary challenges for SST in the next 10 years, and the third part will propose an ideal high 
resolution SST observing system for the community to build toward over the longer term. 

2. SST successes of the last decade through the GHRSST 
experience 

The GHRSST project was a significant (but not the only) contribution to progress in SST over the last 
decade as it nurtured a community of scientists from the scientific and operational agencies and 
institutions. A series of international workshops were held during 2000-2009 that established a set of user 
requirements for all GHRSST activities in five areas: (1) scientific development and applications, (2) 
operational agency requirements, (3) SST product specifications, (4) programmatic organization of an 
international SST service and (5) developing and sharing scientific techniques and insight to improve data 
products and exploit the observing system. These requirements were critical to establishing a framework 
and a work plan and formed an essential part of the GHRSST evolution.  By establishing and 
documenting clear requirements in a consultative manner at the start of the project and through all stages 
of its development, GHRSST was able to develop confidently and purposefully to address the needs of 
the international SST user community. A consensus GHRSST Data Processing specification (GDS) was 
developed that described how distributed international satellite data providers should process satellite 
data streams, the format and content of data products and the basic approaches to providing uncertainty 
estimates and auxiliary data sets that should be included in products to help users interpret the SST 
measurements.  GHRSST also conducted scientific research and developed a data management 
framework including long term stewardship of all products.  It developed a thriving international community 
that has revolutionized the way in which satellite and in situ SST observations are provided and used by a 
large user community including process scientists, operational ocean and NWP forecast centres and 
                                                      
1 Subsidiarity is an organizing principle that calls for matters to be handled by the smallest, lowest or least centralized competent 
group. 
2 GHRSST will be used in the remainder of this paper and includes all activities of the current Group as well as the (?) Pilot Project. 
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climate scientists. GHRSST realised the benefits of creating modular data processing architectures in 
which many partners around the world can contribute to improve global monitoring and the GHRSST 
service has encouraged the development of new SST monitoring and forecasting initiatives by operational 
agencies that use the new data products. In particular the end-to-end service reveals how a system which 
enables the complementary use of data from different sources reinforces the importance of each, as it 
leads to new records of SST with enhanced accuracy and improved spatial and temporal resolution.  A full 
discussion of GHRSST success over the last 10 years is reported in Donlon et al., (2008, 2009). The key 
developments for SST since 1999 include: 
 

• The successful development, launch, and operation by Space Agencies of accurate, high 
resolution satellite radiometers with complementary polar low earth and geostationary orbits 
having infrared and passive microwave channels and multiple views (CEOS, 2009). 

• Wide and open access in near real time to many satellite SST data products has been established 
in an operational-like manner using existing data user-driven distribution protocols, tools and 
services. Over 26 Gb of data are provided in NRT every day by GHRSST Services, and over 
25,500 international users have accessed GHRSST products (Donlon et al., 2009). 

• International agreement on the definition of different SST parameters in the upper layer of the 
ocean that distinguish between measurements made by infrared radiometers, passive microwave 
radiometers, in situ sub-surface observations and SST merged analysis outputs.  These 
definitions have been registered in the Climate Forecast (CF) standard name table for wide 
application (Donlon et al., 2008). 

• Diverse satellite SST data product formats and product content have been homogenised 
according to international consensus and user requirements to include measurement uncertainty 
estimates for each derived SST value and supporting auxiliary data sets to facilitate their use by 
data assimilation systems. 

• A significant increase in the number of in situ SST measurements from a variety of 
complementary sources are now available including Argo, drifting buoys, moored buoys and ships. 
In situ operators (VOS-Clim) are now reporting observation depth with SST measurements. 

• 10 international GHRSST SST community workshops have been held attended by an average of 
45 delegates to ensure that the SST user-producer community has been involved at all stages of 
GHRSST service and product development and evolution. 

• GHRSST technical advisory groups have successfully conducted extensive research to ensure 
that SST diurnal variability (DV) is properly flagged within observational data, developed methods 
to correct for bias in different satellite data sets, provided uncertainty estimates on a measurement 
by measurement basis, developed high resolution sea ice data sets and accurate SST products in 
the marginal ice zone. 

• New cost effective approaches to an integrated and optimised SST measurement system have 
been developed and are now used operationally to reduce bias error in AVHRR data using 
targeted global deployment strategies for drifting buoys (Zhang et al., 2009). 

• New SST analysis products using new methods to merge in situ data with complementary 
microwave and infrared satellite data have been developed and implemented operationally. 

• Inter-comparison frameworks (e.g., the GHRSST Multiproduct Ensemble (GMPE) see 
http://ghrsst-pp.metoffice.com/pages/latest_analysis/sst_monitor/daily/ens/index.html) have been 
developed at resolutions of 10km or better for the global ocean and other regions of interest. An 
operational high Resolution Diagnostic Data Set (HR-DDS see http://www.hrdds.net) has been 
established for real time inter-comparisons and validation/verification of GHRSST products 
allowing real time monitoring of satellite and in situ SST data streams. 

• A delayed-mode intercomparison framework has been established in conjunction with the GCOS 
SST and Sea Ice Working Group to understand the linkages between the modern era satellite-
based SST record and historical primarily ship-based SST reconstructions (see 
http://ghrsst.nodc.noaa.gov). 

• Methods to convert between radiometric ‘skin’ SST and the SST at depths measured by ships and 
buoys have been developed (e.g., Donlon et al, 2002) that are now used by operational SST 
analysis systems (e.g., Stark et al., 2007). 
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• An internationally distributed suite of user focussed services are now provided in a sustained 
Regional/Global Task Sharing (R/GTS) framework that addresses international organisational 
challenges and recognises the implementing institutional capacities, capabilities and funding 
prospects. Long term stewardship, user support and help services including standards-based data 
management and interoperability have been developed that are manned and operated within the 
R/GTS on a daily basis. 

• Methods to manage long-term satellite SST data sets for use in a reanalysis program that 
considers SST data for the entire satellite era have begun. 

 
GHRSST has earned broad recognition as the international authority for modern-era SST activities 
because it has successfully built and nurtured a framework in which the exchange of satellite SST data 
has flourished and given new life to the study and application of high-resolution SST using satellite and in 
situ data. Applications have demonstrated positive impact in ocean and atmospheric forecasting systems 
and a new generation of data products and services to serve these and other users have been built and 
are operated on a day-to-day basis.  The success of GHRSST stems from the Agencies and Offices that 
have supported the activities of the Pilot Project allowing a dedicated group of scientists and operational 
entities to successfully work together and bridge the gap between operations and science.  All good 
operational systems are underpinned by excellent science and GHRSST has endeavoured to provide a 
forum in which operational systems and scientists can meet and discuss problems and solutions to 
address the real-world challenges associated with the application of high-resolution SST data sets. 

3. Progress and challenges 
While GHRSST as injected new vigour into the SST community it is not the only aspect of progress over 
the last 10 years.  The following sections take a broader view of progress beyond the GHRSST activities.  
Each recommendation is fully qualified in a larger paper that can be found at http://www.ghrsst-
pp.org/modules/documents/documents/OO-ModernEraSST-v3.0.pdf  

3.1. Increased number and diversity of satellite observations 
According to the Committee for Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) on-line database (CEOS, 2008, 2009) 
over 30 satellite missions capable of measuring SST in a variety of orbits (polar, low inclination and 
geostationary) have been launched since 1999.  Of these, four missions (~15%) have a passive 
microwave SST retrieval capability with the remainder being infrared systems.  None of the passive 
microwave missions are part of a sustained operational framework or constellation despite the 
unprecedented coverage of these data. 

3.1.1. New passive microwave SST capability 
We recommend that steps should be taken to increase the accuracy and spatial resolution of 
passive microwave SST data sets through innovative satellite design.  These improvements would 
enable better coverage of the coastal zones and better discrimination of mesoscale structures that 
are closely coupled to the surface wind field improving SST climate data records and numerical 
weather forecasts. 
 

Figure 1 (a) Advanced Microwave Scanning Figure 1 (b) METOP AVHRR - OSTIA SST analysis 
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Radiometer (AMSR) EoS minu the Operational 
SST and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) SST analysis 

(background) showing coverage of AMSRE on the 
4th April 2009. 

(background) showing coverage of METOP AVHRR 
April 4th 2009. Note reduced coverage in the 

Southern Ocean compared to AMSRE. 

 
We recommend that a concerted effort is made to ensure the sustained continuity of passive 
microwave SST using a 6.9 GHz channel (such as that used by the Advanced Scanning Microwave 
Radiometer EoS, AMSR-E) in an operational (redundant) context.  Steps should be taken to ensure 
that better accuracy and high spatial resolution are key design goals for future passive microwave 
satellite radiometers. 

3.1.2. New infrared SST capability 
We recommend that a capability for satellite infrared dual view along track scanning radiometry 
(such as that currently used by the ENVISAT Along Track Scanning Radiometer) should be 
sustained in an operational context with redundancy. 
 
We recommend that future single view satellite infrared radiometer systems developed for 
accurate SST retrieval should include channels at ~8.6, 3.9 and 4.05 μm as demonstrated by the 
MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument. 
 
We recommend that the capability for high-quality satellite infrared multi-frequency radiometry in 
geostationary orbit should be sustained. Ideally a constellation of 6 geostationary instruments is 
required to provide global coverage at satellite zenith angles amenable to quantitative SST 
estimation. We note that continuity of both IR and passive microwave SST observations on polar 
and geostationary platforms is considered essential for an accurate and robust SST Climate Data 
Record (CDR). 

3.2. Changing state and role of the in situ SST observing system 
We recommend that all SST observations are reported together with a depth of observation and 
that adequate transmission codes are provided for in situ radiometers and other instruments to 
report their SST data in near real time via operational communication systems. Special efforts 
should be made to improve the quantity and documented calibration of all in situ SST 
measurements – especially those made by ships – so that they can be used in satellite validation 
activities. Finally improvements to the sampling of the global drifting buoy array in the Southern 
Ocean and Arctic Ocean should be implemented, building on existing legacy systems, to achieve 
better sustained sampling in these regions. 
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Figure 2.  The locations of SST observations from drifting and moored buoys (red) and underway 
temperature sensors on ships (green) for 21 September 2008, available by 0030 UT on 22 September 

2008 on the GTS. 
 
We strongly recommend that all Argo floats are equipped with a capability to make high vertical 
resolution measurements of SST in the upper 10m of the ocean surface and that shallow-water 
Argo floats be developed and deployed.  Evidence should be gathered and presented to Argo float 
manufacturers highlighting the applications and benefit of providing high resolution temperature 
sensors on all Argo floats for the investigation of SST diurnal variability. 
 
We recommend that observing system experiments (OSE), sampling studies and, error analyses 
(such as the Potential Satellite Bias Error, PSBE, see Zhang et al, 2009) should be an integral part 
in the design, development and operation of an integrated SST observing system suited to both 
near real time operations and climate data record production. 
 
We recommend that a concerted effort is made to develop a framework to provide robust 
uncertainty and bias estimates for in situ SST data sets based on the use of satellite, model, and 
climatological reference data sets in collaboration with JCOMMOPS and other Agencies. 

3.3. The modern era SST climate data records and link to the historical 
SST climate record 

We fully endorse the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS, 2006) climate monitoring principles, 
which are all relevant to an integrated (satellite plus in situ) SST observing system, and urge 
agencies to take steps to implement these principles in their short and long term planning for the 
future of satellite SST data sets. 
 
We recommend that a systematic framework in which satellite SST data sets can be re-processed 
is developed and operated.  The system should foresee multiple re-processing of L0 (engineering) 
data through to L2 (geophysical) products to produce the best fundamental Climate Data Record 
(fCDR) for each satellite sensor. Furthermore, developments achieved for climate re-analyses 
should be quickly integrated into operations. 
 

 
Figure 3. Global SST anomalies for weekly one-degree averaged AVHRR satellite data and various SST 

analyses highlighting the considerable variability in the operational AVHRR data stream. 
 
We recommend that the GHRSST/GCOS SST & Sea Ice Working Group modern-era SST inter-
comparison activity is sustained and enhanced to include other satellite data sets in order to 
identify systematic biases between complementary SST Climate Data Records. 
 
We recommend that further steps are taken to strengthen data stewardship activities for the 
modern era SST data record including tools that provide easy access to multiple source satellite 
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and in situ data.  Tools should also be provided for the regular processing and analysis of 
combined data sets (e.g., the ESA Grid Processing on Demand (G-POD) system 
http://eogrid.esrin.esa.int/).   
 
We recommend that a consensus approach is obtained and documented to produce sensor 
specific SST climate data records (one per sensor/series) in an optimized end-to-end high-
resolution global coverage SST measurement system. Also, that an appropriate international 
cooperative data service is implemented that will develop, maintain and provide SST Climate Data 
Records.  This is particularly important as the planning horizon for Space Agencies is on the order of 5-10 
years.  We also recommend that an optimal level of diversity in approach and competition to 
achieve the best result is encouraged when implementing SST Essential Climate Varaible 
processing systems.  

3.4. The prospects for global coverage high resolution SST at 1 km 
accurate to <0.3 K and stable to ~0.05 K decade-1 (the SST CDR) 

We recommend that further research is conducted to develop and refine SST optimal estimation 
techniques that maximize the error reduction from having multiple complementary observing 
systems in space. 
 
We recommend that satellite developers include better on-board calibration systems (two 
managed calibration targets) for satellite infrared and passive microwave sensors, ensure that 
adequate data are collected on board the spacecraft to characterise instrument calibration, and 
that these data are telemetered to ground.  We also recommend, based on 17 years of experience, 
that the along-track scanning technique provides an excellent approach to measuring accurate 
SST from satellites and should be more widely adopted for operational systems. 

3.5. Improving SST observations by understanding complementary 
SST measurements. 

We recommend that future satellite and in situ SST observing systems should provide a 
measurement of contemporaneous wind stress in order to understand the context of SST 
measurements (e.g., cool skin and thermal stratification), to help blending of SST measurements 
made by different methods under moderate wind stress and to facilitate the application of SST 
measurements in scientific and operational systems. 

3.6. Improving current and future SST measurements through better 
understanding of diurnal variability 

We recommend that a systematic data gathering exercise is performed to identify and catalogue 
diurnal SST warming events across the global ocean using satellite and in situ measurements in 
order to better understand the spatial and temporal variability of such events and their impact at 
daily, monthly seasonal, annual and multi-annual timescales. 
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Figure 4.  Examples of a SST diurnal warming event as viewed from different satellite sensors in the NE 
Atlantic Ocean. 

 
We recommend that steps are taken to secure high temporal resolution (ideally at an hourly 
resolution) wind fields over the global ocean for use in diurnal SST variability modelling. 

3.6.1. The need for improved measurements to characterize and resolve 
global diurnal variability on a daily basis 

We recommend that evidence is gathered and presented to Argo float manufacturers highlighting 
the applications and benefit of providing high resolution temperature sensors on all Argo floats for 
the investigation of SST diurnal variability.  
 

 
Figure 5. In situ measurements (pink: ship, black : drifters superimposed over a METOP SST full 

resolution granule during a highlighting poor quality data in July 2008 in the Norwegian Sea. 

3.7. Improving current and future SST measurements through better 
uncertainty and error estimation 

We recommend that Single Sensor Error Statistics (SSES) should be stratified by season and 
region and include a variety of auxiliary data that can be used to derive the SSES in a hypercube 
(multi-dimensional) matchup database approach. 
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We note the need for better in situ SST observations and supporting data and metadata (including 
depth of observation and calibration history) for use in Single Sensor Error Statistics (SSES) 
derivation schemes.  We recommend that (1) operators of in situ radiometer systems are 
encouraged to share their observations in order to maximize the benefit to the satellite SST 
community and (2) all in situ observations when reported should include depth, calibration history, 
measurement method and a meaningful estimate of uncertainty. 
 

           
 

Figure 6a Left:  SST over the Florida Strait on the 2nd of February 2009 at 0249 UTC , right: the 
corresponding confidence levels reflecting the reliability of the SST calculation. 

 

 
 

Figure 6b. Left:  Error characteristics of METOP/AVHRR SST in January 2009 as a function of the 
confidence levels; left: over the north Pacific; right: over the south Pacific. Continuous line: bias; long dots: 

standard deviation; small dots: number of cases 
 
An important and recent development relevant to the standardisation and evolution of ‘best practice’ for 
satellite validation, initiated by the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Working Group on 
Calibration and Validation, is an initiative to introduce a more formal level of Quality Assurance for Earth 
Observation data (designated QA4EO).  The objective is to introduce guidelines for the collection of data 
both from space and from in situ instrumentation based on the adoption / adaptation of existing “best 
practises”. 
 
We recommend that the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Quality Assurance for 
Earth Observation data (QA4EO) approach is adopted by Space Agencies working together with 
inter-Governmental agencies, in situ data providers and the scientific SST community when 
defining, implementing and operating a sustained SST validation program. 
 
We recommend that a concerted effort to develop better SSES uncertainty and error estimates for 
all satellite and in situ data sets should be a priority and urge agencies and scientists to devise 
new schemes that can be implemented in an operational manner. We recommend that uncertainty 
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estimation follows and, where appropriate, contributes to the Quality Assurance for Earth 
Observation data (QA4EO) approach both for satellite data and for in situ data. 
 
We endorse the approach in which well characterised and accurate satellite sensors may act as a 
reference data source for bias correction and SSES derivation but note that steps should be taken 
to assure the sustained provision of such data (e.g., the ESA Sentinel-3 Sea and Land surface 
Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR) that will follow the Advanced along Track Scanning Radiometer 
(AATSR) due for launch in 2012). We further recommend that new satellite infrared radiometer 
systems make full use of additional channels in the 3-12 μm spectral region. 

3.8. Improving current and future SST measurements through better 
validation 

We recommend that Space Agencies working together with inter-Governmental agencies, in situ 
data providers and the scientific SST community take steps to define, implement and operate a 
sustained validation program for all satellite radiometers producing SST for the lifetime of the 
mission.  We also recommend that Space Agencies and in situ data providers include sustained 
validation of their SST products as a fundamental component of each satellite mission and in situ 
platform for the entire mission/instrument duration. 
 
We recommend that an optimum number of in situ high-quality infrared radiometer systems are 
maintained for the purpose of infrared and passive microwave satellite validation building on the 
demonstrated capability during the last 10 years.  Such systems should be augmented by better 
aircraft measurements that have the additional benefit of covering large transects although care 
should be taken to ensure that atmospheric attenuation of the sea surface signal does not 
compromise the accuracy of data when flying at altitude.  These instruments can be used to 
transfer calibration from one satellite sensor to another satellite sensor (e.g., Kelliher et al, 2007). 
 
We recommend that an international reference match-up database of satellite and in situ 
observations that applies the same control and process methodologies to the match-up process 
and input data is developed, maintained and operated in order to allow a fair, consistent and up-to-
date estimation of errors on SST retrieval.  We note such a common database can only be 
constructed following the systematic re-processing of satellite data as part of a CDR development 
activity and should be consistent with the CEOS QA4EO process. 
 
We recommend that the SST community of producers and users establish and maintain:- 

• A programme of in situ measurements, both thermometers on buoys, ships and 
subsurface vehicles and radiometers on ships and platforms that can be used for 
validating the different products.  For the sake of efficiency It is desirable that this be a 
fully collaborative programme shared between all the agencies responsible for SST 
products.  There is also a need to specify the requirements for new in situ data acquisition 
systems to support data integration, including wider coverage by ship-based radiometers, 
diurnally resolving moorings, Argo with additional sensors for near-surface sampling and 
the OceanSites approach.   

• A forum in which sets of quality metrics relevant to specific uses of SST data are defined 
and regularly reviewed (consistent with QA4EO).  Different metrics will need to be defined 
for different applications, for example timeliness and reliability of error statistics may be 
more important than accuracy for assimilation into forecasting models. whereas absolute 
accuracy and stability are most important for climate datasets. 

• Tools such as the high-resolution diagnostic dataset (HRDDS) described above, that 
facilitate comparisons between different SST data products.  New developments should 
include automated comparisons between different SST products to alert producers when 
inconsistencies are detected.   

• Match-up databases (MDB) which relate satellite-derived SST products with in situ 
measurements of SST.  It is essential to preserve independence between those in situ 
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observations used for calibration of SST products and those used for validation of the 
sensor specific error statistics attached to each data product, for which a new set of tools 
needs to be developed.  Moreover, for long term climate monitoring it will be important to 
establish a “protected MDB” that can be preserved as an independent validation reference 
for future generations of SST product re-analyses.  Ideally such data should not be allowed 
to influence the evolution of product algorithms in order to preserve their independence. 

• A generic system to acquire better feedback from data assimilation systems (e.g., 
observation weights rejection statistics) in order to ascertain how much influence different 
SST observational products have on the observing system models.  Such information will 
identify targets for the quality of satellite SST data products, necessary for them effectively 
to constrain ocean models. 

 
We recommend that the ocean SST (GHRSST) community work effectively with the Global Space 
Based Satellite Inter Calibration System (GSICS) and establish if and how it may assist GSICS for 
the benefit of improved SST measurements by working together (e.g., using the High Resolution 
Diagnostic Data Set (HR-DDS) and GHRSST Multi Product Ensemble (GMPE) tools). 

3.8.1. Improving current and future SST measurements through better 
monitoring 

We recommend that SST analyses producers provide a user oriented document (to a standard 
template) that describes each analysis product and the choices and assumptions that have been 
made for the analysis procedure.  The document should highlight the strengths and weaknesses 
of the analysis output in order to help users use the data in the most appropriate manner. 
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Figure 7. Six daily SST analyses for 1 January 2007. Note in particular differences off the South Carolina 
Coast (33°, 80°W). 

 
We recommend that GHRSST Multi Product Ensemble (GMPE) capabilities are extended to provide 
quantitative data outputs in a GHRSST format for use by the general ocean community, consider 
higher spatial resolutions for the system grid specification, the inclusions of automated 
procedures for statistical analysis of the ensemble and the creation of regional GMPE tools for 
specific and challenging regions (e.g., Tropical Pacific, Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean, Indonesia, 
Arctic Ocean, Great Lakes).  These services could be distributed across multiple centres. 
 
We recommend that the GHRSST High Resolution Diagnostic Data Set (HR-DDS) is extended to 
include user defined quantitative analysis and event driven monitoring capabilities in near real 
time to monitor the quality and performance of the SST observing system.  Reports should be 
automatically sent to data providers and users when an event of interest is encountered by the 
HR-DDS system.  Furthermore, the HR-DDS should be expanded to include long time series of SST 
data sets to be visualised for reanalysis purposes. 
 

 

 

Figure 9 Examples of DDS images(left)  and time series of observational data for a variety of 
satellites and model SST outputs (right).  The HR-DDS provides updates to all data sets in near 
real time.  Solid lines indicate model outputs, dotted lines indicate analysis data sets and large 

symbols measurements. See http 
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Figure 10.  Upper panel: Collocated SST fields derived from AVHRR, AATSR and GLI for the night of May 
25, 2003 in the Gulf of Carpentaria. Lower Panel: Histograms of the differences between the derived SST 

fields displayed. The instrument and time of data collection are included below each image. 
 
We recommend that a high resolution inter-comparisons group is established under GHRSST that 
would be similar to the SST inter-comparison group already established for historical SSTs within 
the framework of GCOS. This group would include representatives of each of the major centres 
creating high resolution SST analyses with terms of reference established by the GHRSST science 
team. 

3.9. Better cloud detection in satellite data without loss of data at 
strong SST gradients 

Cloud screening of infrared satellite data is remains a significant challenge, and despite nearly 30 
years of activity, failure to detect sub-pixel clouds remains the source of substantial uncertainty in 
satellite data sets, we recommend that a systematic review of cloud clearing approaches is 
undertaken with the purpose of properly documenting the strengths and weakness of each 
approach.  Such a review should identify and prioritise a set of activities that should be 
undertaken to ensure that the best possible methods of cloud clearing are identified and used by 
satellite data providers.  The review should also assess the severity of cloud detection to the 
degree of tolerable SST impact for unscreened clouds in the context of user applications. 
 
We recommend that further development of probabilistic cloud detection and flagging algorithms 
should be undertaken to potentially improve the quality of satellite SST data sets from infrared 
sensors. 

3.10. Improving SST provision in the high latitude regions 
We recommend that more effort be given to the definition and implementation of ice masking 
procedures and techniques in Polar Regions for infrared satellite observations. 
 
We recommend that satellite SST data providers using infrared systems review the performance of 
their atmospheric correction algorithms in polar atmospheres and take steps to develop more 
appropriate algorithms for these regions. 

 

Figure 11 M-AERI ground truth data is compared to CASSTA, McClain SST (1985) and Key IST (Key at al, 
1997) estimates. A significant gain in accuracy is evident with CASSTA, which closely follows the 1:1 line. 

(From Vincent et al, 2007a). 
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Figure 12 Number of ice covered days during 2006 (left), average age of satellite observations (middle) 
and day to day variance of the satellite observations (right). The special conditions in the marginal ice 

zone are clearly identified. 
 

 
We recommend further efforts should be undertaken to continue the SST time series with more 
reliable in situ and radiometer observations in the Arctic Ocean. 

3.11. The challenge of systematic high-resolution SST observations 
over inland seas, lakes and in the coastal zones 

We recommend that producers of L2 SST products discuss and agree on a common definition of 
global lakes for which Lake Water Surface Temperature (LWST) shall be retrieved routinely from 
satellite data ideally as part of the SST processing systems. 
 
We recommend that satellite SST navigation techniques are improved to allow confident 
delineation of lake and coastal shores, tidally exposed wet/dry areas and improvement in the 
retrieval of LSWT and SST in complex coastal regions. Pixel classification flags should be revised 
and improved in a consistent manner so products use/share a common flag set (at a minimum the 
definitions should be agreed) to assist in these activities.  

3.12. Improving the international SST Service to users  
We recommend that the netCDF Climate Forecast (CF) convention is used by satellite and in situ 
data providers to manage metadata and interoperability of the modern-era SST data record.  We 
urge other satellite SST data providers to adopt the GHRSST L2P, L3, and L4 netCDF format 
approach to providing SST data to user communities. 
 
We recommend that satellite SST data providers take steps to make their L1b data available for 
use in the SST CDR re-analysis community and as part of NRT GHRSST products. 
 
The adoption of a standards based approach to metadata and file formats has been one of the 
foundations of success for GHRSST and we recommend that the approach is strengthened and 
extended to other satellite and in situ SST data providers using appropriate mechanisms. 
 
We recommend that the GHRSST Data Specification, in a revised and updated format, and the 
GHRSST Regional/Global Task sharing Framework (R/GTS) are strengthened and sustained in 
order to maintain and develop the strong user-producer collaboration that has enabled a new 
generation of SST data products and services to develop over the last 10 years. 
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Figure 13 The R/GTS framework that established an international set of RDACs, each of which delivers 
data to a GDAC (online at http://ghrsst.jpl.nasa.gov) and the regional user community. Data were and 

continue to be served from the GDAC to near-real-time users and applications for 30 days before the data 
are sent to the LTSRF (at http://ghrsst.nodc.noaa.gov) for long-term archive, stewardship, provision to 

delayed mode users, and future CDR production. 
 
We recommend that the Regional Data assembly Centres (RDAC) are sustained and 
strengthened following the subsidarity principle in order to provide the maximum benefit to 
each region, to ensure that feedback from national and regional users is gathered, and that the 
modern era SST record and services develop according to user requirements. 
 
We recommend that the GDAC service collaborate with RDACs and the Long Term Stewardship 
and Re-analysis Facility to actively monitor the status of the R/GTS, data products and work 
with users. 
 

4. Forward-looking community-consensus vision 
The activities within the SST community over the last decade have transformed the measurement of SST 
using a complementary satellites and in situ measurements working in synergy together. The 
establishment of a framework for the exchange and management of international SST data has been 
successfully implemented and is operating on a daily basis.  A thriving user community has developed in 
which integrated SST data sets are being used at scientific institution and operational agencies. Tools and 
data services have been developed and implemented to serve this user community.  Through the 
activities of GHRSST many lessons have been learned that provide the basis for an optimal configuration 
for the SST observing system in the next 10 years. 
 
Based on the GHRSST experience, the modern-era SST observing system has a new and modern era 
structure.  It is not simply a collection of measurements made by satellites and in situ sensors but a truly 
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integrated system that takes a wide scope end-to-end view.  The foundation of the system is embodied in 
the four guiding principles adopted by GHRSST for an integrated approach to develop the modern-era 
SST capability: 
 

(1) Respond to user SST requirements through a consensus approach, 
(2) Organise activities according to principles of subsidarity and shared responsibility,  
(3) Develop complementarity between independent measurements from earth observation satellites 

and in situ sensors and,  
(4) Maximise synergy benefits of an integrated SST measurement system and end-to-end user 

service. 
 
This paper has highlighted some of the developments that have developed the modern-era SST capability 
over the past 10 years in and provides a set of recommendations for the next 10 years based on 
experience and remaining challenges.  The major challenges focus on augmenting and maintaining high 
quality SST measurements from both in situ and satellite instruments, maintaining and developing the 
scientific and operational SST community, providing robust and sustained methods and tools that provide 
uncertainty and error estimates in a format that is easy to use by users and developing and maintaining an 
SST data stewardship and reanalysis program that is able to tackle the development and validation of 
SST climate data records.  Ocean observations themselves provide the substance for the modern era 
SST capability but it is the community of users and producers that realise their full potential and societal 
benefit: each is of marginal use without the other. 
 
In terms of developing a consensus for an ideal SST measurement system, Table 2 provides a summary 
overview of the integrated measurement network.  It includes a daily passive microwave satellite capability 
that delivers global coverage SST measurements every day.  This capability is far from secure and in 
reality only one instrument may be available in the next decade.  The complementary infrared satellite 
system consists of two wide swath polar orbiting satellite instruments with multi-spectral capability and is 
secure for the next decade.  Likewise, the unique dual-view capability of the ENVISAT AATSR is secure 
although our ideal plan proposes a second satellite placed in an asynchronous orbit to provide a reference 
SST data set for other satellite systems.  We acknowledge the role of Geostationary Observing System 
maintained for the benefit of weather forecasts and urge providers to ensure that a multi-spectral 
capability is maintained on all satellites so that SST can be retrieved.  We recognise that there is a need 
for better sea ice data sets derived from a number of satellite and in situ sensors in the polar regions to 
assist in the provision of accurate SST in the marginal ice zone.  We identify the need for surface wind 
observations that are preferably contemporaneous with SST measurements to allow proper validation and 
uncertainty estimation using in situ data and to understand diurnal variability – two significant on-going 
challenges. We recognise that there are different communities working to a common goal such as the 
GSISC and note the importance of working together for the common benefit of the ocean community to 
assure the best quality satellite data sets are provided to the community.   
 
We draw special attention to the in situ SST observing system.  This component is essential to our long 
term vision for an integrated SST capability today and for the future.  The in situ SST network must be 
strengthened in several important ways.  All SST observations must report their depth of measurement.  
complete metadata for each platform should be available as an online indexed resource in a central 
repository (e.g., JCOMMOPS) so that users can look up calibration histories and calibration parameters. 
Uncertainty and error estimates should be provided for every measurement using QA4EO processes.  
The network should be strengthened by modern Argo float technologies that measure the SST in the 
upper 10m of the ocean at a resolution of at least 0.5 m.  New ocean moorings (e.g. OceanSites) with 
high quality reference sensors should be deployed. Radiometers aboard ships measuring the radiometric 
SST should be more widely deployed.  The in situ network is the reference data source on which the 
satellite community ultimately depends for accurate verification and validation of its SST data products.  It 
must be as accurate as possible if the vast investments made by Governments for SST measurements 
from space are to be fully realised. 
 
Finally, our vision includes a concerted effort to work closely with the user community to understand and 
act upon their needs and requirements.  The modern era SST capability requires a re-analysis capability 
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that allows users easy and open access to the archives maintained by satellite providers at L2 and at L1b 
in order to create SST CDRs and ultimately the SST ECV.  SST data from the modern era SST system 
are required by the scientific research community and by the operational ocean and NWP communities.  
By taking care to obtain a consensus between the space agency producers of satellite SST data, 
agencies collecting and managing in situ SST data sources, service agencies with an interest in producing 
SST products and services, and operational users of SST, the future success of the modern-era SST 
record and capability will be ensured. 
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Table 1. Ideal plan for a global high resolution SST integrated observing system: 2009-2025. 
 
Integrated SST 

observing 
system element 

Purpose Minimum configuration 
Radiometer 

wavebands/data 
sources 

Accuracy 
Nadir 

spatial 
resolution 

Swath 
width Coverage /revisit 

Ocean in situ 
SST system 

Derivation of satellite SST 
uncertainty and error (bias) 
estimates.  
 
Satellite SST retrieval algorithm 
development. 
 
Monitoring of satellite instrument 
degradation. 
 
Validation and verification of 
satellite data 

Global array of drifting 
buoys, profiling floats with 
high resolution upper ocean 
(top 10 m) measurements 
complemented by ship 
mounted infrared 
radiometers.  The number 
of moored fiducial sites with 
high quality instrumentation 
should be increased. 
Uncertainty estimates need 
to be delivered with all 
measurements and the 
depth of SST measurement 
reported with all 
measurements.  Calibration 
stability must be assured 
and ideally demonstrated 
for all platforms. 

Contact thermometry and 
thermal infrared 
radiometers. 

<0.1K Point 
source 

N/A Providing global sample 
of SST and 
atmospheric structure 
and in oceanic areas 
characterised by strong 
temperature gradients. 
There is a need for 
better sampling in the 
polar regions and the 
Southern Ocean 
 
Reporting hourly 
together with 
measurement depth. 
 
The network should be 
theoretically optimised 
for SST applications 
following appropriate 
dedicated observing 
system experiments. 

Atmospheric 
parameters 

Satellite SST algorithm 
development.  Validation of SST 
retrievals. Providing global 
sampling of atmospheric 
variability. Timely NWP access is 
an essential part of the system as 
we move towards optimal 
estimation for SST; and high 
resolution (in time) NWP (winds 
and surface fluxes) will assist in 
diurnal variability analysis. 
 

Atmospheric profiles of 
temperature, humidity, 
aerosol loading. 
Precipitation, surface air 
temperature, solar 
irradiance, surface wind 
speed. 

Satellite atmospheric 
sounders, contact 
measurements. 
NWP and ocean model 
outputs 

T: <0.3K, 
R/hum: 
<5% 
For  2m/s 
<U< 4 m/s 
accuracy 
should be 
0.5 m/s. 
For  U > 4 
m/s 
accuracy 
should be < 
1.0 m/s. 

Point 
source 

N/A Reporting hourly 
together with 
measurement height 

Wide swath 
Infra red 
imager 

Baseline global high resolution 
SST observing system. 

Two-four low earth orbit 
sun-synchronous satellites 
optimally spaced in time 
with infra-red radiometers 

Thermal IR channels 
within the ~3.7- 12 μm 
waveband for SST 
measurement, near-IR 
and visible channels for 
cloud flagging. 

0.1-0.3 K 0.5-1 km 
(Target 
0.25km) 

>2000 
km 

Day and night global 
coverage by each 
satellite 

Dual view SST Baseline global coverage high At least one LEO satellite Thermal IR channels 0.1 K 0.5-1 km >500 Global coverage. 
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reference 
sensor 

accuracy SST retrieval with long 
term stability <0.1K decade-1 for 
the SST CDR. Maintaining 
accuracy of SST/climate 
observing system during periods 
of volcanic stratospheric aerosol. 
Used as a reference data source 
other satellite SST data 

with a dual view radiometer 
in an 10.00-10.30 LST orbit 
to continue the (A)ATSR 
CDR. 
 
One LEO asynchronous 
satellite for use as a 
reference sensor for other 
satellite data streams. 

within the ~3.7- 12 μm 
waveband for SST 
measurement, near-IR 
and visible channels for 
cloud flagging, each with 
dual view along track 
scanning capability. 

(Target 
0.25km) 

km 

Wide swath 
passive 
microwave 
imager 

Baseline global coverage 
moderate resolution SST 
observing system. 

Two satellites carrying 
microwave radiometers 
optimized for SST retrieval 

For global coverage 
7GHz is needed. Other 
channels are required for 
corrections for wind, 
precipitation etc. The 
AMSR2 channels should 
be considered minimum 
baseline. 

<0.5 K 
(Target 0.3 
K) 

~25km 
(target: 
10km) 

>1500 
km 

Earth coverage in 1 
days 

Geostationary 
constellation of 
infrared 
imagers 

Baseline non-polar SST 
observing system providing high 
temporal resolution SST. 

6 spacecraft equi-spaced in 
longitude to ensure full 
coverage from ~70°S to 
~70°N 

Thermal IR channels 
within the ~3.7- 12 μm 
waveband for SST 
measurement, near-IR 
and visible channels for 
cloud flagging. 

<0.5 K  1-5 km 
(target 1 
km) 

Earth 
disk 
from 
36000 
km 
altitude 

Sample interval < 30 
min 

Wide swath 
ocean surface 
winds 

Required to characterise the state 
of the ocean surface for 
emissivity and skin temperature 
deviation and diurnal heating and 
cooling parameterizations  

Two satellites carrying 
passive and/or active 
microwave systems. 

Various <1 ms-1 
(Target: 
0.25 ms-1 
between 2-
10 ms-1) 

<25 km 
(target:10 
km) 

>2000 
km 

Several samples per 
day. Target: 4hirs? 

Sea Ice 
imaging 

Required to determine sea ice 
concentration and sea ice edge, 

At least one LEO sun-
synchronous satellite 
carrying microwave 
radiometers 
optimized for sea ice 
retrieval. 
 
At least one LEO sun-
synchronous satellite 
carrying Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR). 
At least one LEO sun-
synchronous satellite 
carrying a visible imager 

Passive Microwave: 
 
SAR 
 
High resolution 
scatterometer 
 
Vis imager 

 PM < 10km 
 
SAR: 10 m 
 
 
Scatt: 2.5 
km 
 
Vis < 1km 

> 1500 
km 

Polar region coverage 
in at least 1 day.  
(Target: 6 hours) 
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